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Abstract— A flurry of low-density parity check  codes from small template graphs(protographs)LDPC code  that perform at rates extremely 
close to the Shannon capacity has been discussed here.Finally a new method for designing protograph codes similar to AR4JA codes of 
different rates,satisfying the linear minimum distance property  is being proposed.The advantage of using this code  is that LDPC codes of 
arbitrarily larger size can be constructed by expanding  individual protographs. The method of encoding used in the literatures has 
encoding complexity prohibitively complex as we move to long codes of length of the order of 10^5 or 10^6. Here using structured parity 
check  matrices we have  reduced this encoding complexity. Simulations has been done  with Hard-decision decoding to compare the 
performance of this code  with the rates 1/2 ,2/3,3/4 and 4/5 over BIAWGN channel.Finally through  analysis of BER performance it is 
proved  that this code  has equivalent performance with the long Irregular code  taken  in the literature with less encoding complexity 

 
Index Terms Accumulate repeat by 4 jagged accumulate(AR4JA), BIAWGN , encoding, irregular codes, hard decision decoding, Low- 
density parity check  code(LDPC), Protograph codes, 

 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

——————————     —————————— 

Low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes were proposed by 
Gallager [8] in 1962.After 1993 there have been many contri- 
butions to the design and analysis of LDPC codes.Recently, 
Circulant and block-circulant LDPC codes have been found 
that provide both excellent error correction performance and 
well structured decoder architectures [3], [4].The methods for 
constructing  LDPC codes  can  be  divided  into  random and 
algebraic construction methods. The performance of irregular 
LDPC codes with long code lengths constructed by random 
construction [1][2] has been observed to be close to the 
Shannon limit. However, the encoding of these LDPC codes 
is quite complex because of the lack of code structure such as 
cyclic or quasi-cyclic structure.Recent advances in LDPC code 
construction have resulted in the development of new codes 
with  improved performance over Gallager codes. One class 
of these codes, irregular LDPC codes, demonstrates improved 
performance in the waterfall region. Disadvantages of irregular 
codes, however, include an increase, in general, in the number 
of iterations required for decoding convergence and an unequal 
error protection between code bits resulting from the irregular 
structure.  Therefore, we  concentrate here on  algebraic con- 
structions of LDPC codes that belong to a class of quasi-cyclic 
(QC) codes. The circulant generator matrix is a square binary 
matrix where each row is constructed from the previous row by 
a single right cyclic shift; we do not require that each row has 
Hamming weight 1.The row and column weights of a circulant 
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are the same, say w. A circulant is completely characterized 
by its first row (or first column) which is called the generator 
of the circulant.For a b × b circulant A over GF(2), if its rank 
is b, then all its rows (or columns) are linearly independent. 
If its rank r is less than b, then any consecutive r rows (or 
columns)  of A may be regarded as linearly independent and 
the other b − r rows (or columns) are linearly dependent. This 
is due to the cyclic structure of A.For simplicity, we always take 
the  first  (or  the  last)  r  rows  (or  columns)  of  A  as  the 
independent rows (or columns).The density of each circulant 
matrix  is  indicated by the  corresponding value  in an r × n 
base  matrix  Hbase .  The Tanner  graph  corresponding to  this 
matrix is called a protograph [3]. Entries greater than 1 in  the 
base  matrix correspond to  multiple edges in the  protograph. 
Base  matrices  can  be  expanded  into  block-circulant  LDPC 
codes by replacing each entry in Hbase    with a circulant con- 
taining rows of the specified  Hamming  weight; the resulting 
codes  are  quasi  cyclic.Quasi-cyclic  (QC)low-density  parity- 
check  (LDPC)  codes  form  an  important  subclass  of  LDPC 
codes. QC  LDPC code is equivallent to circulant LDPC code 
added   with irregularity of degree distributions and random 
permutations.These  codes  have  encoding advantage  over  the 
other types of LDPC codes. A QC-LDPC code is given by the 
null space of a parity-check matrix that is an array of sparse 
circulants of the same size [1], [6]. For systematic encoding, 
it is necessary to find the generator matrix of the code in 
systematic  form.Based on  this systematic-circulant form of a 
generator  matrix,  several  types  of  encoding  circuits  using 
simple shift-registers are devised. It is shown that the encoding 
complexity of a QC-LDPC code is linearly proportional to the 
number of parity-check bits of the code for serial encoding and 
to the length of the code for high speed parallel encoding. This 
is a substantial improvement over the quadratic complexity 
involved in general type of LDPC codes [7].Recently another 
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class of LDPC codes has been developed using algebraic con- 
struction based on finite geometries providing very low error 
floors and very fast iterative convergence.These belong to the 
AR4JA (Accumulate, Repeat-by-4, and  Jagged Accumulate) 
family [5]. This paper addresses the issue of efficient encoding 
of cyclic,QC LDPC codes,AR4JA and the modified AR4JA. 

 

 
2.  DESIGN CONCEP TS 

 

2.1.   Theoretical   Overview  of  AR4JA  and   the   Re-
jagged 
AR4JA LDPC codes 

When   designing   a   communications   link,   selection   of 
the error correcting code requires a trade-off of several 
parameters. Dominant parameters typically include power 
efficiency, code  rate  (a  high  code  rate  may  be  required  to 
meet a bandwidth constraint with the available modulations), 
and  the block length (shorter blocks reduce latency on low 
data-rate links, and reduce encoder and decoder complexity) 
[5].LDPC codes serve well when bandwidth is constrained, 
typically for higher data-rate links. The AR4JA LDPC code 
combines the structure Quasi cyclic added with permutation 
basing  on  the  basic  protograph  structure.The  various  code 
rates  are  generated  by  expanding,  copying  and  permuting 
the  protograph  structure.The  parity  check  matrix  of  this 
code  is similar in shape to  that of  Quasi cyclic  code  with 
the  difference  that  here  the  sub  blocks are  related  through 
permutation  to  make  a  systematic  structure.The  advantage 
of this code over the Quasi cyclic code is that the BER 
convergence is faster with lesser number of decoder iterations. 

 
The   second   type   is   the   Re-jagged   AR4JA   code,where 
each of the non-empty submatrices of AR4JA matrix are 
replaced  by  the  same  submatrix  structure  of  one  fourth 
size.The  main  difference  between  this  Re-jagged  AR4JA 
matrix and the AR4JA matrix is that here the sub matrix is 
quasi cyclic in nature while that in AR4JA matrix is circulant 
in nature. The advantage of this structure over AR4JA is that 
here the BER performance is better than AR4JA in the low 
SNR region.The parity check matrix for rate 1/2 is shown in 
fig.1 below.The hardware encoder diagram for this modified 
encoding process is given in the next sub-section. 

 
2.2. Design Steps for Hardware Encoer 

 
circulant patterns need not be stored in registers at all, but can 
be  generated as  simple  combinatorial functions of  a  symbol 
counter.With  the  switches  set  as  drawn,  the  k  message  bits 
are fed through the encoder one at a time, and the registers 
are  updated and shifted once per bit. Then the switches are 
changed  and  the  contents  of  the  registers  are  sequentially 
read out as the parity portion of the codeword. This encoder 
has been implemented in hardware. It requires (n − k) ∗ 16 
D  latches,  (n  − k) ∗ 16  exclusive-OR  gates,  and  a  modest 
amount of additional combinatorial logic. The size (k = 1024, n 
=   2048)   LDPC   code   fits   comfortably   in   a   VERTEX-II 
Field Programmable  Gate   Array  (FPGA),   and runs at 
100Msymbols/second. Speed is determined by the  maximum 
clock rate of the FPGA. The maximum supported code size is 
determined primarily by the number of D-latches required to 
accumulate the parity, and so scales linearly with (n − k). 
 
3.  EVALUATION   OF   SI MU LAT I O N   RESU LTS 
AN D C O MP L E X I TY ANA LY S I S 
 

LDPC code of almost any rate and block length can be designed 
only from the specification of target parity check matrix. This 
system  is  simulated  at  the  transmitter  side  by encoding  the 
serial stream of data by the LDPC encoder and then converting 
it into a BPSK modulated wave and passing it into the AWGN 
channel. 

 
A direct implementation of this modified AR4JA encoder is 
shown in figure.2 [3]–[5]. For n and k being the codeword 
and information lengths respectively and M being the block 
length,the set of (n − k) ∗ 16 cyclic shift registers at the top 
of  the  figure, each of  length T(M /16),are  loaded  with  the 
circulant patterns for the first row of G. For each message 
bit these registers are cycled once and, if message bit = 1, 
exclusive-ORed with the (n − k) ∗ 16 symbol output register. 
When  each  row  of  circulants  is  completed,  sequences  for 
the next row of circulants in G are loaded into the shift 
registers.The output register is cyclicly shifted in a hardware 
encoder rather than in the circulant registers. In this way, the 
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Fig. 2.    Modified AR4JA LDPC encoder 
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Code  Rates 

 
N 

 
Re-jagged  AR4JA 

Encoding time 
1/2 2560 0.122104 
2/3 3584 0.150088 
3/4 4608 0.162018 
4/5 5632 0.185178 

 

 
At the receiver side, the demodulator calculates  the llr  (log 
likelihood  ratios)  followed  by  the  LDPC  decoder   (Hard- 
decision)  [2].The  system  was  simulated  over the AWGN 
channel  with  various  code  rates  as  1/2,  2/3, 3/4 and 4/5 
respectively. The LDPC decoder is of Hard- decision SPA type 
[2]. The information is  binary in  nature.The encoder  is  the 
quasi-cyclic  type  [4].The  output  block  sizes  varies   with 
different rates.The encoder implementations has a complexity 
linearly proportional to the number of parity- check bits of the 
code  for  serial  encoding.This  is  illustrated  in  Table.1  and 
Table.2   below   for   AR4JA   and   Re-jagged   AR4JA   code 
respectively.It  shows   that   the   output  Blocksize(n)and  the 
encoding time complexity is linearly varying with different 
rates  with  respect  to  Information  length  (k   =  1024)  and 
Block  length(M   = 512).  The  most  interesting  point  here 
is  for  different  rates  of  AR4JA and  the  Re-jagged AR4JA 
LDPC code the encoding times are less in case of Re-jagged 
AR4JA code.While the  encoding time  in  the  literatures [1], 
[2] with long irregular LDPC code is large compared to the 
Quasi encoder.This encoding time for Re-jagged AR4JA code 
is shown in Table.3. The BER plots for all rates in case of 
AR4JA code and Re-jagged AR4JA code are shown below in 
the figures 3 and 4 respectively.From the figures and tables it 
is visible that performance of Re-jagged AR4JA code is very 
close to that of AR4JA code in the low SNR region and in 
the High SNR region the performance is slightly better. 

 
 

Fig.  3. BER  PLOT  FOR  AR4JA  LDPC  CODED  BPSK  WAVE  OVER 
AWGN CHANNEL 

Fig.  4. BER PLOT FOR Re-jagged AR4JA LDPC CODED  BPSK 
WAVE OVER AWGN CHANNEL 
 

TABLE I 
 

OU T P U T  BL O C K S I Z E  A N D  QUA S I  E N C O D I N G  T I M E  F O R  D I FF E R E N T  R 
AT E S OF  A R4JA L D P C C O D E 

 
Code  Rates N AR4JA Encoding time 

1/2 2560 0.132261 
2/3 3584 0.157087 
3/4 4608 0.175156 
4/5 5632 0.206130 

 
 

TABLE II 
OU T P U T  BL O C K S I Z E  A N D  QUA S I  E N C O D I N G  TI M E  F O R  D I FF E R E N T  R AT 

ES 
RE -JAG G E D  AR4JA LDPC C O D E 
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4. CONCLUSION 
The  proposed Re-jagged AR4JA  LDPC codes  according to the 
present disclosure can simultaneously achieve better error floor 

 
T ABLE III 

Out put block size and encoding time for different rates of  RE-JAGGED 
ARJJA LDPC code with forward substitution encoding 

 
 

Code  Rates 
 

N 
 

Re-jagged  AR4JA 
Encoding time 

1/2 2560 0.25427 
2/3 3584 0.37889 
3/4 4608 0.52464 
4/5 5632 0.69777 

 

 
performance while providing various code rates.The interesting 
point  is  one  encoder  and  one  decoder  can  sup- port  different 
code  rates.Compared to AR4JA LDPC  code its performance is 
better after SNR of 10.Its error floor for rate  1/2  is  at   10−2 

for  SNR  of  15,  while  that  of  AR4JA LDPC code is  less  than 
10−2 .Similarly for all other  rates its performance is better than 
that of AR4JA after SNR of 10.The quasi  encoder  implemented 
here is providing less encoding time as compared to the forward 
substitution  encoding  method  provided   in   the   literature.The 
most important   factor   of   this  proposed   Re-jagged  AR4JA 
LDPC   code  is  that  it  is  giving same error floors with lesser 
number of block lengths as that of the long Irregular LDPC code 
discussed in literature with hard- decision  SPA decoder.Hence  it 
can be used in any Practical Communication environment. 
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